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What we’re 
going to go 
over today

This will be “old hat” for some people here

But these are important issues that should not be 
given a nod and forgotten

Spatial scale and its implications

Data sources for measuring risk (better)

Measures of risk



Considerations of scale

• Spatial criminology
• Been moving to smaller and smaller units of analysis for 200 years

• Does not mean that larger units of analysis are not instructive

• Data limitations often dictate the spatial unit of analysis
• Confidentiality, or just availability

• But scale matters a lot





Scale in a Canadian context







Ecological fallacy and MAUP

• Ecological fallacy
• What is true of the whole is not necessarily true of its parts

• Atomistic fallacy
• What is true of the part is not necessarily true of the whole

• Modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP)
• What we have alluded to above
• Change your spatial scale and your results can (drastically) change
• Been fine in criminology (as far as we know), but anything can happen





A hot spot: to be or not to be?



Spatial scale and risk

In short…

• The scale you measure at impacts risk

• To paraphrase Sherman et al. (1989):
• There are safe places in dangerous neighbourhoods and dangerous 

places in safe neighbourhoods

• Scale matters for the measurement of risk



Data sources 
for measuring 
risk

• Based on where people live, not where they are

Census

• Great but have limitations (e.g. Twitter and OpenCellID)

Social media (and other) data

• A lot of computing science people use these, but poorly

Google Street View

• Can be a valuable resource

City websites



An example: Vancouver Open Data Catalogue



A criminological example



Issues to 
consider

• These are measured at the address level

• Can be a lot of work to gather, but worth the effort

• Community-level factors still matter…the neighbourhood is 
not dead!

• Sorry John Eck!!

• Can include more standard socio-demographic/economic 
variables

• Can consider multi-level models, as a number of 
people have



OpenCellID

• What it is and what is isn’t

• NOT call volume or mobile phone pinging measurement

• The count of cellular towers

• Why I think it is a good measure of the ambient population



Vancouver, 2016 (640,000)



Vancouver, 2016 (800,000)







Data and 
measuring 
risk

Risk of what?

Risk for whom?

Risk also changes throughout 
the day, week, month, and year!



Assault Theft from vehicle



Changing spatial patterns in summer



So think 
carefully when 
you are 
measuring risk

• Who is being captured?

• Where were they?

• When were they there? (time of day, day of year)

• Is this relevant for your measurement?



How to 
measure 
crime risk?

• Can be useful, but does not necessarily measure risk
• What is the time span for measuring those counts?

Crime counts

• Need to have the appropriate denominator
• We’ve seen what can happen when this changes

Crime rates

• Measures specialization
• Useful supplement to crime counts/rates

Location quotients



Location 
quotients

• Cin is the count of crime i in sub-region n
• Ctn is the count of all crimes in sub-region n
• N is the total number of sub-regions

• Very underrepresented areas, 0 ≤ LQ ≤ 0.70; 
• Moderately underrepresented areas, 0.70 < LQ ≤ 0.90; 
• Average represented areas, 0.90 < LQ ≤ 1.10; 
• Moderately overrepresented areas, 1.10 < LQ ≤ 1.30; 
• Very overrepresented areas, LQ > 1.30



Theft of vehicle



Violence



Burglary



What does 
this all mean?

• There is so much potential for measuring risk with current 
data availability and methods

• Measuring risk spatial literally adds (at least) two 
dimensions to consider

• Need to think very carefully about what we measure

• Otherwise, we may impose more error or noise than signal

• This is the source of my current existential crisis in my 
research

• Dark figure of crime and its impact on spatial patterns
• What are we really measuring anywhere? Do people 

leave their characteristics behind?



Questions or comments?
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